
LAW OF FREE WILL- part 2. 
 

 Fear has returned your Freedom, the possibility to decide about yourselves, however, fear 

knew that along with that freedom you will lack  RESPONSIBILITY. 

 Fear knew that in your human society selfishness, arrogance, ruthlessness and egoism will 

arise. 

 This is exactly what is happening to you.  

 Fear could do this due to the fact that it is not part of your the knowledge that everything is 

connected with everything, and everything is closely interrelated and intertwined.  

 By not seeing, not perceiving and not feeling this knowledge, you treat other human beings, 

yourself and Mother Earth arrogantly, selfishly and ruthlessly.  

 You see and perceive only yourself, your own needs and, of course, your rights. Fear has 

hidden the fact that you do not see or perceive EQUALITY  behind these ,,Rights,, and ,,Equal 

rights,, 

 Equality of everything with everything, not only human beings with each other but also 

equality with Mother Earth and equality with other beings living on Mother Earth.  

 If you would see and perceive this Equivalence and the interconnectedness of everything 

with everything, you would never make decisions so selfishly, recklessly, aggressively and you 

would not hide these decisions behind your free right to do business and free right to Live on 

Mother Earth. The sense of Equality, Togetherness, and Responsibility in relation to oneself, Mother 

Earth, other human beings and beings living on Mother Earth would outweigh the sense of 

selfishness, ruthlessness, and arrogance that was created because fear did not let you know, that 

Responsibility is an indivisible, inseparable and integral part of Free Will and of any free decision.  

 Therefore, the Freedom that is currently declared by human beings on Mother Earth is a 

false freedom. Behind this false freedom hides arrogance, ruthlessness and egoism of those human 

beings who dominate, control and manipulate you.  

 I felt a wonderful energy coming to me and I felt a very pleasant warmth that entered my 

heart and every cell in my body. I perceive and feel this wonderful energy even now, as I rewrite 

this knowledge and messages.  

 I know that it is very difficult for you human beings to see through this game of fear.  

 You can see through this false freedom by knowing that everything is connected with 

everything and everything is very deeply and closely linked and intertwined and it will 

become a part of you.  

 If you take this knowledge as part of you, you will understand that RESPONSIBILITY 

is also part of FREE WILL.  

 You will understand that Faith, Trust, Hope are part of Love.  

 You will understand that it is the Light of Faith that will shine and brighten up the 

hopelessness that fear has intentionally created.  

 You will understand that Unconditional Forgiveness is the instrument of Love that can 

heal and cure your pain that fear intentionally creates in your hearts. 

 You will understand that fear has created the fight to strengthen and nurture itself and 

that fight creates in your hearts the pain that makes you keep on fighting. 

 You will understand how fear created those human beings who control and direct your 

Life.  

 You will understand that you have taken away your own freedom, your free will and 



your Responsibility for yourself.  

 You will understand how fear controls them through power, wealth, pride, arrogance, 

ruthlessness and money.  

 Realize very deeply that all this is in a circle, it is in one circle and it is very deeply 

connected and intertwined.  

 However, if Responsibility does not become part of Freedom and of Free decision process, 

then some groups of human beings can hide behind Freedom their arrogant and selfish goals which 

they achieve easily by manipulating and controlling other human beings through Freedom, 

Democracy and Free decision process.  

 FREEDOM IS FREE, ONLY WHEN RESPONSIBILITY 

IS ITS inseparable, indivisible and integral PART, 

 ONE WITHOUT ANOTHER CANNOT EXIST.  

 WHERE THERE IS NO RESPONSIBILITY, THERE IS 

NO FREEDOM.  
 If you understand and accept Responsibility for your decisions, you will realize that 

Responsibility is part of your decisions.  

 Then, in each of your decisions, by accepting Responsibility as your indivisible, inseparable 

and integral part, you will always think of all others and  the consequences of your decisions.  

 And I ask you to realize the immense inner power of Responsibility that it 

entails and that RESPONSIBILITY when it is accepted as part of anyone, of any 

human being, can change the decisions of these beings so that these decisions are 

in favour of all beings.  

 Fear has taken away your Responsibility. Therefore, fear restored 

Freedom in you but did not return you the Responsibility.  

 The inner power of Responsibility has the gift and ability to dissolve arrogance, selfishness, 

ruthlessness, and heartlessness. That is why fear is so afraid that, as human beings, you will be able 

to accept the knowledge that Responsibility is an indivisible, inseparable and integral part of 

Freedom.  

 If all human beings, together with their free will, 

accepted RESPONSIBILITY, then EQUALITY would 

return.  
 I believe that you are aware of the immense power and importance of this knowledge which 

is why fear is trying so much today so that Responsibility does not become part of you - part of 

human beings.  

 That is why everything is globalizing now because the globalization that is emerging, is a 

very ruthless and arrogant power that establishes power in the hands of one ruler, who thus gains 

control over the life and death of human beings and beings on Mother Earth, trees, animals, plants, 

the natural wealth of Mother Earth. They ruthlessly plunder and destroy Mother Earth and all beings 

who live on Mother Earth.  

 Because Responsibility is not part of human beings, they do not realize Responsibility for 



themselves, their children, their communities in which they live.  

They do not realize the Responsibility for their culture, the state, Mother Earth and thus 

allow these individuals to plunder Mother Earth, exploit beings who live on Mother Earth, and kill 

other beings who are part of Life on Mother Earth.  

 They do not realize, do not perceive and do not feel that this destroys the conditions for life 

and for themselves.   

 Their sense of absolute power, domination and pride is so great that they are unable to see, 

perceive or feel the ruthlessness with which they treat human beings and Mother Earth.  

 It is PRIDE that is an instrument of fear and that prevents human beings 

from taking Responsibility.  

 The Responsibility for their actions, decision process, words and thoughts 

so that this Responsibility becomes an inseparable, indivisible and integral part 

of the human being.  

 Only when human beings accept this Responsibility as their inseparable, 

indivisible and integral part, will their decisions, words, thoughts and actions be 

truly free.  

 It happens when you understand that everything is connected to everything and everything is 

very closely and deeply connected and intertwined.  

 Then you will begin to understand the interconnectedness and interdependence and the very 

close connection of all the Cosmic Laws because they are very deeply and closely interconnected, 

intertwined and interdependent in the sense that one law leads to another and vice versa. 

 Here, too, you see that everything is in a circle.  

 Remember that. Everything is connected, linked, intertwined in a circle 

and one does not exist without the other.  


